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PREFACE 
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS: OFFSHORE BREAKWATER-OIL STORAGE SYSTEM 

by 

Joseph Peraino and Tomasz PZodo~ski 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Nature and Purpose of Study. 

This study developed from the urgency for establishment of a deep-
water port along the U.S. east coast, primarily to ease the physical 
difficulties and cost of importing petroleum products in the vastly 
increasing quantities necessary now and in the immediate future. The 
principal purpose of the report, therefore, was to investigate the· 
feasibility of designing and constructing a deepwater port conceived 
along the following lines. 

The basic concept of a combination breakwater-oil storage system 
could provide an advantageous approach. In this concept, the port is 
composed of several precast box units, constructed in deepwater facili-
ties close inshore, towed to the site, sunk in position, and connected 
to afford a sheltered berthing area on.the leeward side. With the inner 
and outer compartmentation of these box units, a protected storage 
facility is provided by the interior compartments; the exterior compart-
ments provide necessary protection from collision damage and accidental 
spill. 

The size of the units, the perforated wall of the outer compartment 
(effectively reducing the force of approaching waves on the structure), 
as well as their location and general arrangement will afford protection 
and maximum possible berth availability under extreme weather conditions. 
Storage and berthing capacity are practically limitless, depending only 
on the number of units in the layout. 

Within this basic concept, the study consisted of (a) establishing 
design criteria by assuming probable site conditions, (b) comparing 
construction procedures, (c) arriving at the most suitable design concept, 
and (d) developing that concept by a preliminary design in enough detail 
to prepare a budget estimate. Variations can be prepared for comparison 
of construction costs in various water depths at different localities 
from this basic design and estimate. 

Some further economic advantages of the offshore storage location 
which have not been developed here, but should be given careful consider-
ation in any final analysis are: 

(a) Drastic reduction in number of unloading operations 
involving supertankers as compared with smaller tankers 
presently in use. 
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(b) Comparatively high-berth availability, reducing 
waiting time for large tankers. 

(c) Need for only small pipelines to shore, because of 
the onsite provision of temporary storage. 

(d) Possibility of auxiliary uses. 

(e) Relatively low shoreside impact. 
l, 

2. Background. 

The concept of prefabricated uni ts floated to the site and sunk into 
position is not new, although it has been gaining popularity. 

Prefabricated units are a particularly popular concept of breakwater 
construction in the Mediterranean area, e.g., for a seawall and break-
water at the port of Genoa, Italy, and for oil terminals at Gela, Sicily, 
and at Marsa El Brega near Benghazi, Libya. The concept has also been 
adapted to the design and construction of other marine structures such 
as bridge piers, water intakes, and tunnels built by the trench method. 

Unit construction was used to a limited extent during World War II 
under combat conditions off the invasion beaches of Normandy .. With the 
prime requisites being simplicity, speed of placement with minimal onsite 
construction operations and adequate serviceability although for a 
comparatively short time, the units served their purpose well, and within 
design limits. 

The concept of outer perforations to reduce the force of approaching 
waves has been incorporated into the breakwater at Baie Comeau, Quebec, 
and the deepwater concrete storage tank structure for the Ekofisk Field 
in the North Sea. 

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Study Conditions. 

To incorporate some facts and figures into the study, assumptions 
were made and basic physical conditions established as reasonable design 
conditions. 

The site was assumed to be off the U.S. east coast and exposed to 
severe wave action. It was located on a compact sandy bottom deep enough 
to keep channel dredging at a minimum for deep-draft carriers. Not only 
is dredging minimized, but also the associated problems of spoil disposal. 

The assumed location would not be greatly affected by tidal currents, 
and if present, would normally be of small velocity. More important, 
the site can be chosen so as not to interfere with established traffic 
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routes and to avoid any serious navigation hazards or obstructions. 

For the basic system, it was assumed that protected berthing for 
two 500,000 deadweight ton-supertankers, and offshore storage facility 
for 10 million barrels of oil were to be provided. These conditions 
dictate a location in 110-foot depth, and a minimum breakwater length 
of 8,600 feet. 

Other inherent advantages which should not be overlooked, in line · 
with the basic concept, are: 

(a) Prefabrication is eas.ier under yard conditions in a 
protected coastal area. This. leaves only a few difficult 
onsite operations. 

(b) Use of massive gravity-type units will eliminate the 
need for special anchorage systems to maintain location on 
the final site. 

(c) This construction is suitable for the use of 
reinforced concrete, particularly for permanent structures in 
an open sea environment, and with a high resistance to the 
abrasive and corrosive action at such a location. 

(d) The general scheme of oil storage being confined to 
the interior compartments of the structure provides an almost 
leak-proof system. Protection for these compartments against 
ship collision damage from the seaward side is provided by 
both the wave chamber and the grout-filled crash barrier; and 
from the harbor side, by the sand-filled exterior compartment. 
As an added precaution, lining the inside of all exterior sides 
of the storage compartments with light steel plate or plastic 
will guard against seepage through these surfaces. 

2. Selection of Design Wave. 

Since the study was not made for a particular location, the design 
significant wave height was taken as 32 .1 feet, which gives maximum wave 
height equal to 1.87 X 32.1 = 60 feet. 

The 60-foot wave was selected from storm data in the Atlantic region 
and other data using hindcasting methods to obtain wave characteristics. 

The maximum water surface elevation (astronomical tide plus storm 
surge) was assumed to be 10.0 feet. 

The wave period used to proportion the structure was selected as an 
average of the periods obtained using two approaches: 
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(a) For Hs = 32.l feet and U = 100 knots, Ts = 11.8 seconds. 
This corresponds to a fetch length of 39 nautical miles and a 
minimum duration of 100-knot winds of 2.7 hours. 

(b) For H = 32.l feet and a fetch of 1,000 nautical miles, 
Ts = 16.8 seco~ds. This relates to U = 39 knots and a minimum 
duration of 39-knot winds of 52 hours. 

Therefore, the wave period used to proportion the structure was: 

1L8 + 16.8 
~~~~~- = 14.3 seconds 

2 

In addition, safety factors were evaluated for the 11.8- and 16.8-second 
conditions to determine the sensitivity of the structure's stability to 
variations on wave period. 

3. Effect of Perforated Exterior Wall. 

The breakwater is made of concrete caissons of cellular construction 
with a perforated front wall and wave chamber. 

The seaward perforated vertical wall reduces wave forces exerted on 
the structure by dissipating a part of the wave energy within the wave 
chamber and at the perforations. 

The perforated wall decreases reflection and thus lowers the crest 
of the standing wave (clapotis). The front wall perforations also reduce 
scour at the toe of the caisson. 

Since the original concept of a perforated breakwater was developed 
by Jarlan in 1965, other works have been published on the subject 
(Coastal Engineering Research Center, 1966; Marks and Jarlan, 1968). 
The most informative report used in this study of the effect of the wave 
forces on a perforated breakwater was by Marks and Jarlan (1968). 

Marks and Jarlan state that the energy dissipated at a vertical per-
forated structure is about 65 percent of the total energy of the incident 
wave. This corresponds to the relationship, 

(H2) 2 

(H ) 2 
1 

= (1 - 0.65) = 0.35 

where H1 is the height of the wave approaching the structure, and H2 is 
the equivalent wave height at the structure. 

Because of the nature of this study and the wave properties being 
considered, the perforated breakwater may not be as effective as Marks 
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and Jarlan (1968) suggest. Because of this, the following relationship 
was used: 

= 0.64 

This gives H2 = 0.8H1 • 

The general SainfZou method was then used to compute the wave forces 
on the structure (Jarlan, 1961). 

A reduction factor for wave pressure can be applied when computing 
resultant forces on a breakwater section 250 feet long or longer, 
because the maximum pressure occurs at the same time only over compara-
tively small structure lengths for the irregular wind waves experienced 
during hurricanes. However, for the present study, no reduction factor 
has been applied. 

4. Calculations. 

Sample calculations for the concrete caisson in 110-foot water depth 
are given in the Appendix. Dimensional details of the caisson are shown 
in Figure 1. 

The concrete units were proportioned for water depths ranging from 
50 to 110 feet, both with and without oil storage capabilities. 

The results of these studies are shown in Figure 2. 

5. Review of Results. 

The analysis shows that the units required for the oil storage and 
nonoil storage alternatives in either 90- or 110-foot water depths are 
basically the same size regardless of depth. The size is dictated by 
the required safety factor against sliding and on allowable soil-bearing 
pressures. 

The design wave force determines the minimum weight and base width 
of the unit. The width required for stability provides enough space for 
oil storage compartments. The units can be designed to provide additional 
oil storage. 

Increasing the base width above the minimum width established by the 
force exerted by the design wave will in effect reduce the soil pressure 
and increase the sqfety factor. 

For installations where units are to function primarily as a break-
water without oil storage, the leeward face can be perforated to reduce 
reflected wave action within the harbor. However, when the units are 
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being used for oil storage, an extra compartment to provide perforations 
on the leeward side may not be justified. This would depend on economic 
and physical conditions at each specific site. 

The sizes of the units required for 50- to 70-foot depths are 
different for the oil storage and nonoil storage alternatives. If a 
significant amount of oil storage is required, an increase in the over-
all size of the units is necessary. 

The extra compartment-needed to incorporate perforations on the 
leeward face of the unit's does not seem justified for this range of water 
depths, unless exceptionally quiet conditions within the harbor is 
essential. 

The preceding results are shown in Figure 2, and certain implications 
of these results on concrete volumes and draft requirements are shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. 

In summary, as indicated in the calculations of the Appendix: 
(a) The critical condition (maximum force on the structure) 

can be estimated from the equivalent static load obtained from 
maximum wave conditions, by using the Sainflou equation along 
with a wave height reduction factor due to the perforated 
breakwater. 

(b) Since the. structure is rigid, the dynamic response due 
to wave forces can be assumed negligible. 

(c) Maximum wave forces are greater than earthquake forces. 
Since both earthquake forces and maximum wave forces will seldom 
occur simultaneously, the maximum wave force was used for design. 
A wave of 37.5 feet acting simultaneously with earthquake forces 
will give a force equivalent to that of the maximum design' of 
60 feet combined with earthquake force will still result in a 
safety factor of 1.4, rather than the safety factor of 2 used in 
the design. 

III. CONSTRUCTION METHODS 

1. Previous Work. 
In recent years, construction requirements and construction capabili-

ties have pushed each other forward. The work contemplated here falls 
well within the construction industry's capabilities. 

Offshore platforms for varied uses of the oil industry have been 
constructed all over the world. With depths ranging from relatively 
shallow water to over 300 feet, platforms have been constructed using 
free-standing piling connected only by the platform deck itself, braced 
templates with piles driven through the legs, and sunken caissons, some 
floated out and sunk directly, and some floated on the side and upended 
for sinking. 
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Other structures for navigation purposes and for close inshore break-
water and pier facilities have successfully used similar principles in 
their construction. Caisson foundations used for bridge construction 
are also similar, but are often basically open-bottomed and sunk by 
excavation through the unit itself. 

The laying of tube sections in a dredged trench with subsequent back-
filling is becoming more popular in tunnel construction. Tunnel sections 
are prefabricated onshore with sealed ends, towed to location, sunk, 
connected to the previously laid part, and then covered and finished. 

While none of the above techniques exactly reproduce the technique 
proposed by this study, the concept of fabricating large units onshore 
or in a drydock, outfitting at a protected pier site, towing to location 
in open water and sinking into place as shown in Figure 5, are routine 
construction procedures. Certain adaptations are always necessary to 
allow for particular draft requirements, such as onsite bottom conditions 
and connection and anchoring needs, but these present no real problem 
to presently available construction techniques. 

Model studies recommended for the design phase of the work may be 
helpful in developing or adapting major construction techniques and 
construction equipment. Possibly, the same model tests conducted for 
the design studies, with some slight modification, can be used to provide 
additional data for the efficient design and use of construction equip-
ment. 

2. Overall Program. 

The construction program is based on established procedures well 
proven on earlier projects. Because work is being done under similar 
conditions in the open sea, and considering the current capability and 
ingenuity of the construction industry, provision for the operations 
necessary for this study represents development of present practice. 
Therefore, an efficient and economical construction scheme can be laid 
out for the project under study. 

In planning the construction phase to establish an offshore break-
water-oil storage system, various possible construction procedures were 
carefully considered. 

Once the general design was determined, specific requirements dictated 
by flotation characteristics, towing and positioning methods, preparation 
of prefabrication sites and final installation site, were carefully 
reviewed before proceeding to a final design. These factors influenced 
the final design, and formed the basis for estimated construction sched-
ules and costs. 

Factors considered in this area of the study are: 
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(a) Lower level concrete pours. 

(1) Geographical location of casting sites in relation 
to installation site. 

(2) Use of established facilities (shipyards, drydocks) 
versus facilities specifically setup for the project. 

(b) Upper level pours and fitting out. 

(1) Location of ~.available deepwater sites and 
accessibility to the installation site by natural channels. 

(2) Necessity of dredging basins or channels. 

(c) Transportation of units. 

(1) Flotation and stability. 

(2) Location of towing points and mooring gear. 

(d) Placing of units at installation site. 

(1) Necessary site preparation and equipment 
available. 

(2) Source of stone. 

(3) Operation sequence from moving unit to site, 
to positioning, and sinking. 

(e) Weather and sea conditions, and their effect on 
items (a) through (d). 

Studies of weather and sea conditions (Saville, 1954; U.S. Naval 
Weather Service Command, 1970) were used to estimate conditions to be 
expected during construction. An indication of wave heights and frequency 
both annually and monthly for various locations along the U.S. east coast 
are given in Figures 6 through 14. Figure 15 provides wave heights as 
a function of percentage of occurrence from various directions. The data 
were particularly useful at this stage in developing construction time 
and delay costs for the estimate, both at the site and along the towing 
routes. 

Based on the foregoing, a construction program was planned that 
included the following operations: 

(a) Establishment of a dike-enclosed basin for construction 
of lower parts of the caisson units. 
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(b) Construction in the basin, of bottom slabs and caisson 
walls high enough to permit flotation. 

(c) Establishment of an outfitting site for completing 
units before tow to final breakwater site. 

(d) Flooding of basin and towing of units to outfitting 
site. 

(e) Completion of upper parts of units, ballasting, and 
outfitting with handling gear. 

(f) Necessary bottom preparation at breakwater site. 

(g) Towing, locating, and sinking units at breakwater 
site. 

(h) Completion of ballasting, interlocking keys, and 
other onsite construction. 

Individual operations making up the program are discussed in the 
following.paragraphs. The complete operation is described in Section 
III, 3; further description is included under Section IV which forms 
the basis for the cost estimate. A general pictorial view of the onshore 
construction areas is shown in Figure 5. 

3. Detailed Operations. 

a. Fabrication of Concrete Breakwater Units. The most economical 
way to fabricate the precast concrete breakwater units is to first cast 
a lower section with sufficient height to provide flotation, then tow 
this section to a protected outfitting site in deeper water and construct 
the remainder of the unit while floating. Casting the lower section can 
be done in one of two ways. One way is to cast the lower section in a 
drydock; however, few drydocks are capable of accommodating more than 
two units at one time and the cost of a drydock specifically built for 
this operation would be prohibitive. Another way is to excavate a large 
basin in a protected cove along the shor~ to the required depth (as deep 
as possible as governed by existing access channels). On the seaward 
side, the basin would be enclosed by a dike as shown in Figure 16, Such 
a basin would provide an area in which six units could be cast at one 
time to a height of 50 feet. The minimum draft of each partially com-
pleted unit would be about 25 feet. After the six units are built to 
this level, the basin would be flooded to float the units, and an opening 
cut through the enclosing dike. At high tide the units would be towed 
out, one at a time, and brought to an outfitting site where the units 
can be completed. The dike opening is again closed, the water within 
the basin pumped out, and construction started on six more units. 

Careful monitoring of adjacent shores during casting operations 
must be maintained to determine the effect of such construction on the 
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littoral drift in the area, and on the buildup or erosion of nearby 
beach areas. 

Other facilities are necessary, in conjunction with, and adjacent 
to the casting basin, i.e., a carpenters shop and the area where forms 
for casting.units are prepared and serviced; an area where reinforcing 
steel is stored and preassembled into cages for placing in the forms; 
a concrete batch plant with adjoining storage area for cement, sand and 
stone aggregate; and other miscellaneous facilities. 

The choice of a site for completing caisson construction after it 
has been towed out of the casting basin must meet several requirements. 
Since the units are afloat, waves at the site must be low, with low 
current velocities, and the units must be protected from extreme winds. 

Water deep enough to accommodate the maximum d.L·aft of completed units 
is required at the outfitting site and along the towing route to the 
breakwater site. During caisson construction at the outfitting site, 
drafts and freeboards will change with construction stages. Concrete 
placement must be scheduled to maintain the unit on an even keel, longi-
tudinally and transversely, at all times. 

The outfitting site should be as close as possible to the breakwater 
site to reduce the time required for towing and setting operations, thus 
reducing weather hazards. 

b. Bottom Screeding Procedure. Placing the gravel or crushed stone 
bed and leveling or screeding to proper elevation before settihg caisson 
uriits will be performed from previously set units. Working from inplace 
units eliminates the necessity of working from floating equipment with 
the attendant difficulties and downtime due to rough seas. 

The screeding rig would consist of a gantry, supported at the back 
end on previously set units and at the forward end by pipe legs and 
floats. The main truss, which would be free to run from a position above 
the set units out over the entire area on which the next unit was to be 
set, would be hung from the gantry. The main truss supports a traveler-
carrying stone hopper from which telescopic gravel pipes are suspended 
to feed the screed box at the bottom. The stone is laid and leveled 
from the screed box. General arrangements of the screeding rig are 
shown in Figures 17, 18, and 19. 

To set the first permanent unit, the rig would first be erected on 
two units tempora~ily set on the natural bottom without preliminary bottom 
preparation. The selection of such a suitable area adjacent to the main 
breakwater site, is an import.ant requirement in planning the site location. 

With the gantry run fully forward, the rig would extend from the 
previously set units over the 246-foot length of the next unit to be 
placed, and be supported on the legs and floats beyond. The system of 
legs and floats provides a buoyant force at the forward end of the gantry 
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to carry part of the load. The balance of the load is distributed over 
the sea bottom by the floats. 

The main truss would be required to operate from five different 
positions along the longitudinal axis of the breakwater during placement 
of each unit. The screed box, while depositing and leveling stone, and 
traveling across the structure axis, would be positioned and moved with 
the aid of counterweights resting on the bottom beneath the extreme ends 
of the main truss. The counterweights would be suspended from the main 
truss and relocated for each position. 

Once the bed is prepared.for the next unit, the screed box would be 
run to one end of the main truss; then, the screed box and the counter-
weights would be raised free of the bottom, an4 the main truss fully 
retracted on the gantry to a position adjacent to the set unit. At this 
point, the screed box and counterweights are hanging far enough out from 
the side to clear the inplace units supporting the gantry. 

With the main truss in a fully retracted position, the pipe legs and 
floats are jacked free of the bottom with the buoyant force of the floats 
still partly supporting the unloaded gantry. At this stage the entire 
assembly can be run back on its track onto the next-to-last previously 
set unit, leaving the newly screeded area free of obstructions for setting 
the next unit. 

With the new unit in place and secured, gantry track will be laid,-
and the gantry moved ahead for laying and screeding the bed for the next 
unit. This will not interfere with filling of the unit with sand and 
stone, which should be a continuous operation once the unit is on the 
bottom. 

Once the gantry is operating from permanently set units, the first 
two temporary units can be refloated and placed in their final position. 

c. Alternate Screeding Procedure. In an alternate screeding proce-
dure, the operation may be carried on from specially rigged barges, from 
which the stone is placed and leveled, as shown in Figure 20. Because 
of the need for good weather conditions, the use of floating equipment 
should be avoided. However, it may be necessary under certain conditions, 
e.g., bottom preparation for the first units placed. 

After each precast unit has been placed, preparations are made for 
screeding the bed of the next unit. Where necessary for placing addi-
tional units, screed barge anchors are picked up and relocated. The 
screed barge is moved into position and anchor lines connected to anchor-
line buoys. The anchor lines are tensioned and the screed barge is 
positioned for the screeding operation. A screed-pulling anchor is then 
planted; wire ropes for the counterweights are laid out and the counter-
weights set on the bottom. Ballast tanks in the barge are flooded and 
the hull submerged to the proper depth below water level by tensioning 
the counterweight wire ropes. In a semisubmerged position, the barge 
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can be held at a constant elevation above the bottom, with a minimum of 
wave-induced motion. 

A screed box is hung by cables from a traveling bridge mounted on 
the deck of the screed barge. These cables are adjustable so that the 
underside of the box can be lowered to a predetermined elevation. Once 
the screed is lowered to the desired elevation below the barge deck, 
screeding is ready to proceed. 

A stone-placing barge, with crane on deck, is then brought alongside 
the screed barge. An aggregate-supply barge is positioned and tied 
outboard of the crane barge. Aggregate is placed in the hopper mounted 
on the traveling bridge and fed into the screed box through telescopic 
trunk pipes which hang from the travelinz bridge. As the screed box is 
pulled forward, the crushed stone bedding is deposited in a layer on the 
bottom. The top of the layer is struck off evenly by the bottom edge 
of the trailing side of the screed box. The screed box is slowly pulled 
forward until the run is completed. 

The screed box is then partially raised, and the screed barge 
refloated; the counterweights are raised slightly and the screed barge 
moved laterally to the next position. When the barge is in position, 
the counterweights are reset, the barge hull submerged and the screed 
box lowered. The barge is then ready for the next screeding run. When 
sufficient stone bed has been p1aced and screeded, the screed barge casts 
off its anchor lines and is removed from the site so that the next con-
crete breakwater unit can be brought in and set. The cycle is repeated 
as necessary. 

d. Setting Concrete Breakwater Units. Each precast unit is towed 
from the outfitting area by two tugs. As the unit approaches the break-
water site, the tugs move to each side of the unit and slowly pull it 
close to the setting location. Hauling lines are secured between the 
floating unit and the leading end of the previously set inplace unit. 
Winches mounted on the inplace unit slowly draw the floating unit into 
position and then is partially flooded. The tugs hold the floating unit 
in line against wind, waves and current. This sequence of operations 
is illustrated in Figure 21. 

The unit, when pulled closer to a final setting position, has been 
flooded enough so that the bottom is within inches of the screeded stone 
bed. A final check is made on alinement of the floating unit and, by 
adding additional ballast, is founded on the stone bed. Full ballast 
is then added for stability. 

Settlement of the units should be less than 2 inches because of the 
designed low bottom pressure. 

The winches are removed from the preceding unit and reset on the 
newly founded unit. All towing bitts, cleats and towing lines are 
removed and returned to the finishing site to be mounted on another 
breakwater unit. 
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In spite of the advanced construction techniques discussed, the 
inherent problems in deepwater seaport construction will lead to new 
construction methods and techniques. However, the development of new 
techniques is most likely during the actual construction when experi-
mentation can be performed. 

At this stage of the planning, known methods, adapted and modified 
to the particular needs of this project, are best considered. Planning 
based on established techniques however, should tend to keep any construc-
tion schedule and cost estimate on the conservative side. 

A construction schedule, including implementation studies, preliminary 
and final engineering, land acquisition, construction contracts and the 
final construction, is presented in·Table 1. 

. i. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

1. Comments and Assumptions. 

me construction cost of a structure such as the proposed offshore 
breakwater-oil storage system depends on many variables, and includes 
the following: 

(a) Breakwater site. Geographical location and sea, weather 
and bottom conditions at the site. 

(b) Precasting and outfitting sites. Cost of building 
facilities versus possibility of adapting established sites to 
needs; location relative to each other and to breakwater site. 

(c) Design criteria. Particularly for material 
specifications. 

(d) Cost of materials and labor. Comparative costs a~ 
various possible locations of all sites. 

(e) Construction methods. 

To prepare a basic estimate, certain assumptions were made. Once a 
basic estimate was completed, alternates were worked out to include 
variations required for the specific conditions under consideration~ 

Assumptions for the basic estimate according to the above-listed 
variables are: 

a. Breakwater Site. The proposed breakwater site was assumed to be 
off Long Branch, New Jersey, at a distance required to provide the indi-
cated water depth without dredging. The exact location would be chosen 
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Table 1. Construction Schedule 
Years 

Item 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 

Implementation Studies 

Financing ~ 

Legal ~ 

Administrative '· ~ 

Preliminary Engineering 

Engineering 
Field surveys, borings, - ,__ 
Oceanography, meteorology, etc. 
Model tests 

Environmental impact study -
Final Engineering 

Final design 
Contract documents - -(Incl. specs.) 

Land Acquisition 

Construction Contracts 

Advertise for bids } Analyze bids -
Award contracts 

Construction 

Prepare pre casting site -
Pouring of lower sections 

Prepare outfitting pier -
Pour upper sections 
and outfit 

Prepare breakwater site 

Towing and placing units 

Completion of site work 
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to avoid the need for bottom preparation before depositing the bottom 
rock material. If snall differences is elevation along the breakwater 
axis were unavoidable, the casting height of the units could be varied 
accordingly. 

The cost estimate, with recommended modifications to adjust for local 
costs, is believed vzlid for a breakwater located at any point along the 
northern U.S. east coast as far south as Cape Hatteras. 

b. Precasting and Outfitting Sites. The basic approach for construc-
tion of the units is to cast, in a dry basin, the base slab and enough 
of the walls to permjt safe flotation, and to complete casting and out-
fitting alongside a pier while afloat. Therefore, the outfitting site 
must have adequate depth to float the completed empty units (with the 
possible addition of some stabilizing ballast). The maximum net draft 
of the largest units is estimated to be 63 feet; hence a 70-foot depth 
was assumed necessary, including al1owance for tide variations and minor 
ballasting. 

Since the outfitting site will be relatively unprotected, the cost 
estimate includes three additional units 50 feet in height to be used as 
temporary protection at this stage of the operation (money should be 
available for outfitting site protection, though possibly using a 
different technique). 

These conditions severely limit possible outfitting locations along 
the east coast. After considerable study, the north shore of eastern 
Long Island, fronted by Lon·g Island Sound, located in the vicinity of 
Port Jefferson, New York, was selected as a suitable site. In this area, 
70-foot depths occur about one-half mile offshore. To reduce the towing 
distance from the dry basin to ·the outfitting pier, and to keep operations 
close together for supervision during construction, the dry basin site 
was assumed to be within 5 to 10 miles of the outfitting pier. 

The largest units are designed for 90- to 110-foot depths, and any 
breakwater site south of Cape Cod would require precasting in Long Island 
Sound. Suitable precasting sites north of Cape Cod could be found near 
Portland, Maine. Hoi-;ever, for a shallower site near the Delaware or 
Chesapeake Bays, local precasting sites can probably be found .. 

Ocean tow of a ccmpleted unit to the breakwater site is estimated to 
require four 1,200 to 1,500 horsepower, oceangoing tugs for reasonable 
speed and adequate safety. The tows must be scheduled for suitable 
weather. The period during positioning and final sinking of the units 
will also require relatively calm weather with tugs standing by at the 
site. 

Estimated towing costs were based on a tow from Port Jefferson to 
Long Branch via Montauk Point. Towing costs for other sites can be 
obtained by assuming towing rates of approximately $150 per nautical 
mile. 
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c. Design Criteria. Material and workmanship standards have been 
assumed as first class to provide the best durability at such an 
exppsed offshore location. Assumed standards include that: (a) concrete 
was to have a compressive strength of 3,500 pounds per square inch; (b) 
rock products were as dense and durable as available; (c) holes cast in 
perforated walls were to have rounded edges at faces formed by using 
either a precast concrete liner or reusable steel forms; (d) a 0.125-inch 
steel sheet liner was required in oil storage compartments to protect 
against leakage through concrete cracks (with the low operating head 
expected, but further study .may indicate that plastic liners are adequate 
and more economical); (e) a 2-foot layer of quarry-run rock over the sand 
in filled compartments was used to protect against splash and minor wave 
action within cells; (f) grout for preplaced aggregate contained a mini-
mum of cement since it is primarily for mass and stiffness rather than 
for strength or durability. 

A paved roadway was assumed along the low level deck along the inner 
side of the breakwater for servicing various mechanical and electrical 
installations on the oil storage breakwater. The paved roadway was not 
deemed necessary for the nonstorage type. Mechanical and electrical 
installations, including aids to navigation, fenders, mooring hardware, 
and berth dredging, have not been included in the cost estimate. 

d. Cost of Materials and Labor. For all labor performed in areas 
north of Cape Cod, l~bor costs would be about 15 percent less than the 
basic estimate, reflecting lower wage rates and better efficiency. Labor 
costs in the Delaware Bay area would be about 10 percent lower, and about 
15 percent lower in the Chesapeake Bay area. The basic estimate can be 
adjusted accordingly to reflect the lower wage scales in these areas. 

Towing costs per mile per unit remain the same throughout these 
areas. 

Material cost variations at different sites would nearly balance out. 
This is because the various rock products make up the largest material 
requirements, and in cheaper labor areas rock sources are usually distant 
from the point of use, and vice versa. Hence, lower quarrying costs are 
offset by higher delivery costs. 

e. Construction Methods. The plan for an initial precasting basin 
requires an open excavation to about -30 foot elevation along the edge 
of Long Island Sound at Port Jefferson. The excavated spoil would be 
used to build up berms around the pit for working areas and to build a 
closure dike across the side fronting on the Sound. 

The planned size is 1,100 feet by 800 feet of working area at the 
bottom of the sloping sides to accommodate six of the largest units, with 
adequate roadways and working space around each unit. A concrete slab 
is to be provided for each unit as a working surface over which a parting 
compound or fabric is placed so the units float free when the basin is 
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flooded. Riprap protection for the dike is to be provided and the basin 
equipped with wellpoints or deep wells to dewater the sandy soil in the 
area. 

After the first six units are cast to a minimum height of about 50 
feet, the basin is flooded at a controlled rate and enough of the dike 
removed to provide an opening wide enough for each unit to be floated 
out one at a time. The dike is then rebuilt, the basin dewatered and 
the next cycle of six units cons.tructed. Since concrete placing is 
expected to be easiest at this location, as much casting as possible is 
planned under the restriction imposed by available channel depths. to the 
outfitting pier. 

Because of the large concrete).volumes and the need for a continuous 
supply (about 1,600 cubic yards per day at both the precasting site and 
outfitting site), a separate concrete plant was planned for each site 
with distribution by trucks and buckets, perhaps requiring multiple 
shifts. 

Since adequate water depths occur some distance from shore at the 
outfitting pier site, and probably in an area without much natural pro-
tection, an access trestle, 2,000 feet long and 30 feet wide for two-lane 
access with a 600- by 40-foot working area at the offshore end is planned. 
The cost of this facility has been written off against the project, but 
circumstances may suggest a permanent s~ructure for recreation or other 
use. 

Because of the size of the units (215 by 246 feet), the material 
handling reach requires equipping each unit with a tower crane during 
construction. 

Since the boxes are designed with an nea1ly uniform cross section, 
slip forms appear to provide the quickest and most economical method of 
construction. Generally, units under construction will not float level, 
and surveying control will require special procedures. Such procedures 
have been implemented on similar work. 

A template rig may be used to serve as a temporary working platform 
for positioning and alining the first unit at the final site. Once the 
first unit is set, screeding equipment erected and construction started, 
the extra platform is no longer needed. 

As estimated, positioning the first unit will take longer than subse-
quent units. The precise location is not critical but alinement must be 
close to final design alinement so that the planned protection is obtained. 
The first unit serves as a point of reference when in place so that 
following units can be positioned more easily and rapidly. 

Although the materials within the boxes seem secondary, the quantities 
are large enough to justify consideration. The boxes would be sunk with 
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water ballast, but the heavier aggregate materials must be added promptly 
to obtain further stability. It is assumed that sandfill can be obtained 
locally without charge by use of a hopper dredge and pumped directly into 
pla~e without negligible adverse environmental or ecological effects. 
R~ckfill or preplaced aggregate should arrive at the job in self-unloading 

·vessels. Quantities required are large enough to justify bringing in such 
equipment if not locally available. Riprap toe protection would be placed 
from barges with a floating derrick, and, since exact placement in such 
depths is not practical, the cost estimate allows for some overrun. 

f. Miscellaneous. 'Ihe estimate represents construction contract 
prices only, excluding costs of design, inspection, borings, and model 
tests. 

Costs used throughout the estimate are based on market prices for 
December-1972. Inflation escalation is suggested at a rate of 5 percent 
per year to any proposed construction contract date. 

Costs are separated into installation costs and material costs. 
Material costs are the delivered-on-site cost of all materials, permanent 
and temporary. All other costs, including such nonlabor items as con-
struction equipment charges, towing, and insurance, are installation 
costs. Labor costs in the estimate include direct payroll and fringe 
items as benefits, payroll tax, and workman's compensation insurance. 

For making regional adjustments, labor costs amount to slightly over 
one-half of the total installation cost. Breakwater-site labor is about 
one-fifth of the total installation cost. 

'Ihe total construction schedule may extend over several years, and 
scheduling construction to avoid as much winter work as possible is . 
advisable. Placing the first unit at the site in the best weather 
possible is absolutely imperative, since this will be a difficult and 
exacting operation under the best conditions. 

2. Cost Estimates and Cost Curves. 

a. Basic Estimate. Basic estimate of construction costs for the 
breakwater structure shown in Figure 1 (8,600 linear feet - 36 units) at 
a site off Long Branch, New Jersey, in accordance with descriptions and 
general assumptions discussed previously, is given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Estimated Basic Cost 
Water Cost With Oil Storage Cost Without Oil Storage 
Depth Capacity Caoacity 
(feet) Total Per Linear Foot Total Per Linear Foot 

110 $653,774,000 $76,000 $503,557,000 $58,600 
90 540,935,000 62,~00 411,524,000 47,900 
70 441,635,000 51,400 340,073,000 39,500 
50 281,565,000 32,700 197.853.000 23.000 
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b. Modified Estimates for Varied Locations. The basic estimate 
can be modified (discussed earlier) by applying percentage variations 
to the various labor costs and a mileage factor for towing costs to the 
alternate location and arrive at an estimate of construction costs at 
any location along the northeast coast. Examples of modified estimates 
for two locations are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Modified Estimated Cost for Two Atlantic Coast Locations 

Total Cost Cost 
Method of Computation Per Linear Foot 

With storage, 110' water depth; $653,774,000 $76,000 
basic cost @ Long Branch. '· 

Tow mileage - 240 miles less @ 
$150/mi = $36,000/unit = - 1,296,000 - 150 

Labor - 15% reduction in onshore 
labor 44% x $395,871,000 = -26,127,000 -3,040 

Labor - 15% reduction in onsite 
labor 11% x $395,871,000 = - 6,532,000 - 760 

Totals $619,819,000 $72,050 
Water Cost With Oil Storage 

Capacity 
Cost Without Oil Storage 

Depth Capacity 
(feet) Total I Per Linear Foot ·Total Per Linear Foot 

Estimated Cost - Boston 

110 $619,819,000 $72 ,050 $475,107,000 $59,600 
90 512,652,000 59,600 388,315,000 45,200 
70 418,377,000 48,700 320,611,000 37,300 
50 266'171,000 30,900 185,769,000 21,600 

Estimated Cost - Cape Henlopen 

110 $649,851,000 $75,800 $500,368,000 $62,800 
90 537,769,000 62,800 409,034,000 47,900 
70 439,139,000 51,400 338,083,000 39,600 
50 280' 117 ,000 32,800 196,820,000 23,200 

c. Cost Curves. Curves comparing unit costs for varying water depths 
are shown in Figure 22. Details of the estimate are given in Table 4. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Given the concept of a combination breakwater-oil storage system 
discussed in this study, the first consideration from a practical view-
~oint is whether or not such a concept is feasible. 

In view of the present knowledge and experience with open-sea con-
struction problems, and of the development of construction equipment for 
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Item 
110 Feet of Water 

With Oil Without Oil 
Extra for M2 25 25 
establishment I3 100 100 
at site T4 125 125 
Casting site M2 ---- ----

I3 4,500 4,500 
T4 4,500 4,500 

Outfitting M2 ---- ----
site I3 16,500 16,500 

T4 16,500 16,500 
Dredge M2 ---- ----
channel I3 900 900 

T4 900 900 
Concrete M2 109,392 102, 780 

I3 200,552 188,430 
T4 309,944 291,210 

4-foot dia- M2 4,342 6,150 
meter liner I3 2,171 3,120 
pipe T4 6,513 9,270 
Reinforcing M2 52,481 50,700 
steel I3 64,018 62,320 

T4 116,499 113 ,020 
.0125-inch M2 6,480 ----
liner pipe I3 3,780 ----
for storage T4 10,260 ----
compartments 

1. Amounts in $1,000's 
2. M = Material 
3. I = Installation 
4. T = Total 

Table 4. Estimate Details1 

90 Feet of Water 70 Feet of Water 50 Feet of Water 
With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil 

25 25 20 20 20 20 
100 100 90 90 80 80 
125 125 110 110 100 100 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
4,400 4,~00 4,200 4,200 4,000 4,000 
4,400 4,400 4,200 4,200 4,000 4,000 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

16,000 16,000 13,300 13 ,300 7,600 7,600 
16,000 16,000 13,300 13,300 7,600 7,600 
---- ---- ---- ---- ----

375 375 300 300 ---- ----
375 375 300 300 ---- ----

85,260 79,878 63,195 58,652 37,150 31,225 
156,310 146,443 120,645 111,972 74,300 62,450 
241,570 226,321 183,840 170,624 111, 450 93,675 

3,953 5,825 3,630 5,130 2' 139 2,139 
1,977 2,912 1,815 2,565 1,069 1,069 
5,930 8,737 5,445 7,695 3,208 3,208 

40,525 39,312 34,015 31,875 21,522 18,325 
50,785 48,570 41, 721 39,500 24,260 20,743 
91,310 87,882 75,736 71,375 45,732 39,068 
4,860 ---- 4 ,212 ---- 3,348 ----
2,835 ---- 2,457 ---- 1,953 ----
7,695 ---- 6,669 ---- 5,301 ----
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Table 4. Estimate Details 1 - Continued 

Item llO Feet of Water 90 Feet of Water 70 Feet of Water 
With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil 

Stone Bedding M2 4,360 . 4 ,360 3,748 3, 748 . 3,748 3,592 
I3 4,360 4,360 3,748 3,748 3,748 3,592 
T4 8, 720 8, 720 7,496 7,496 7,496 7,184 

Screeding Rig M2 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
I3 300 300 300 300 290 290 
T4 300 300 300 300 290 290 

Riprap toe M2 5,536 5,536 5,536 5,536 5,536 4,152 
I3 4,152 4,152 4,152 4,152 3,806 3,806 
T4 9,688 9,688 9,688 9,688 9,342 7,958' 

Towing and M2 1,896 2,832 1,680 2,640 1,560 2,280 
handling I3 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
fittings T4 1,896 2,832 1,680 2,640 1,560 2,280 
(provide) 
Towing and M2 180 288 162 270 144 234 
handling I3 1,620 2,520 1,440 2,340 1,260 1,980 
fittings T4 1,800 2,808 1,602 2,610 1,404 2,214 
(install and 

remove) 
Tow and place M2 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
caissons I3 3,240 3,240 3,096 3,096 3,024 3,024 

T4 3,240 3,240 3,096 3,096 3,024 3,024 

Tow insurance M2 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
I3 17,600 16,895 14,208 !.3, 251 10 ,840 10,288 
T4 17,600 16,895 14,208 13,251 10, 840 10,288 

1. Amounts in $1,000's 
2. M = Material 
3. I - Installation 
4. T = Total 

I:;;: 

50 Feet of Water 
With Oil Without Oil 

3,150 2,795 
3,150 2,795 
6,300 5,590 

---- ----
280 280 
280 280 

5,190 5,190 
3,806 3,806 
8,996 8,996 
1,260 1,260 
---- ----
1,260 1,260 

126 126 
1,080 1,080 
1,206 1,206 

---- ----
2,700 2,700 
2,700 2,700 

---- ----
6,624 5,645 
6,624 5,645 
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Table 4. Estimate Details1 - Continued 
110 Feet of Water 90 Feet of Water 70 Feet of Water 

Item With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil 
Cast-in-place M2 1,086 1,086 1,015 910 681 840 
concrete keys I3 2,625 2,625 2,453 2,200 2,081 2,030 

T4 3, 711 3, 711 3,468 3,110 2,942 2,870 
Aggregate M2 23,564 ---- 22,618 ---- 19,610 2,915 
fill I3 18,851 ---- 18,095 ---- 15,688 2,332 
(replaced) T4 42,415 ---- 40, 713 ---- 35,298 5,247 
Grout fill M2 41,250 ---- 39,600 ---- 34,320 5,100 

r3 41,250 . ---- 39,600 ---- 34,320 6,120 
T4 82,500 ---- 79,200 ---,- 68,640 11, 220 

Sandfill M2 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
I3 7,095 18,852 5, 720 12,384 5,160 1'2, 348 
T4 7,095 18,852 5, 720 12,384 5,160 12,348 

Pre cast M2 6,941 ---- 4,515 ---- 4,226 ----
concrete I3 1,983 ---- 1,290 ---- 1,208 ----

T4 8,924 ---- 5,805 ---- 5,434 ----
Asphaltic M2 370 ---- 320 ---- 349 ----
concrete I3 274 ---- 234 ---- 256 ----
(includes T4 644 ---- 554 ---- 605 ----
subbase) 
1. Amounts in $1,000's 
2. M = Material 
3. I = Installation 
4. T • Total 

50 Feet of Water 
With Oil Without Oil 

683 660 
1,650 1,595 
2,333 2,255 

11, 163 1,850 
9,988 1,850 

21,151 3,700 
20,563 3,250 
22,619 4,875 
43,182 8,125 

---- ----
4,345 10,070 
4,345 10,070 
4,051 ----
1,158 ----
5,209 ----

310 ----
228 ----
538 ----
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Table 4. Estimate Details 1 - Continued 
110 Feet of Water 90 Feet of Water 70 Feet of Water 

Item With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil With Oil Without Oil 
Coarse stone M2 ---- 657 ---- 511 ---- 462 
on sandfill I3 ---- 329 ---- 256 ----- 231 

T4 --- 986 ---- 767 ---- 693 
Rockfi11 M2 ---- ---- ---- 7,260 ---- 3,217 

I3 ---- ---- ---- 5,082 ---- 2,252 
T4 ---- ---- ---- 12,342 ---- 5,469 

Grand Totals 

M2 257,903 174,414 213,817 145,915 175,426 118 '4'69 
I3 395 ,871 ' 329 ,143 327'118 265,609 266,209 220,220 
T4 653,774 503,557 540,935 411,524 441,635 338,689 

1. Amounts in $1, 000' s 
2. M = Material 
3. I = Installation 
4. T = Total 

50 Feet of Water 
With Oil Without Oil 

---- 250 
---- 125 
---- 375 
---- ----
---- ----
---- ----

110,675 67,090 
170,890 130,763 
281,565 197,853 



operating under such specialized conditions, the concept is entirely 
feasible and well within the capabilities of the construction industry. 

Any site chosen for actual construction will differ from the site 
conditions assumed for this study. However, a conservative approach 
has been assumed in this study and the adjustments necessary to adapt 
to actual conditions at a specific site should be minor. 

For a project of this magnitude, encompassing such variable condi-
tions, model studies are a necessity. Size, conformation, and 
orientation of the breakwater and the general variables used in this 
study can be confirmed by model studies and adjustments made as neces-
sary before starting final design efforts. 

~ 
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.E = r.1/ef'/h o/ /ouru/al;o/Z, ka#' c22s r-t'J 

.D = Tale;/ nel weijhf of .slru~fvre(/.S.S~·sJ:tj-9 

eD = Eccen..fr/c././-y cf .D /rom. 1 of bafe(4·19;:-I) 

Pw • ;e e.sullanl wove ~re.ssure, e")( erled on 
;fZe .sfrvofvre (40~·7 Ki/s/r-t) 

~ • Overlurrurz.y ~o/77enl c/ue. lo /orc.e. 
~ c s0 s 20 -< .. ~-,e:-t.) 

t./ - Ur'h/I /or-c.e due l'o clo,Pof/.r 
(/~/ ~;,P:) 

e"" - £"ccen.fr/c..lly o / I/ /rorn q "./ Pa.5e 

$ :t: Sec-l/oa mod<.1/us =E~'l<-1 
~ 

{B4.J8 r& 3) 



1!1Y OATE-
CHKD. ev ___ OAT£ __ _ 

SUBJECTOEF.$20{2.E. .SEA 
DEFENSE Oil. S70gAG~ 

SHEET NO.~F: // 
.JO!I NO.-------

.Dry Nei~hl of Cal.sson (Per I/near· ,rt.) 

rorc e tk!/.f) Rr/TZ tflJ Ho/17erzl a6oc .. d ht:el {~Jj'-/IJ 

Concrele 7s1. / • //.5 • .31 85/0<D 
) 

Sand ,t:"/// 68G·O 2<D·31 14,100 
0\ 
N 

?re casl cover 85·48 /8·& 1,s90 

Pre -,Pa/:,f 1, C)~~· 2 /SB·OS l<PB,s 14 
[quanliily cf 011 .slord J 

Stored oil .S.J.!·S 87-0I 4~420 i.s a.ssvmed lob~ ~uivalenl 
(or wafer) fo wafer El. -r-10 1 

&/l 06·4 ~t'J)~ 315i 7.30(Kt/ /IJ~ . 

.13uoyon.f Force (assumed waler level af .Ei . .r-10 1
) 

Force ~i,Ps) !?rm ql'J Mon?en.I about heel (k//-/1:) 

1sco.s.q *'l'A C/9·CJ:J.3{/l.J l.JCP,088 (~1{'/l.J) 



0\ 
(.r.l 

SY CATE ___ _ 

CHKO.BY ___ OATE--~ 

6U8JECT OFPSHOR.S SEA 
PEEENSEJ OIL .STORAGE.. 

SHEET NO.___a__OF_LL_ 

JOB NO·-------

#e-.I verf/c,a/ load 

Mo;n.ea/ a-60'-lf heel 

Cerzler oj y.rav/17 

e.~c. eafr/c.ily e 
:D 

/J-e.s.rwre, oa jouad'af/oa 

= 290.5 ·4 -1.SC:>.6·9 

== .JI 5, 7 $ 0 - / .S CA_,0 8 5 

= / 79642 = //(i:> • ~ q 
/B.39·6 

= //CD· tP9 -l/2•S = 4· l'f 
dve lo dea-d /oa d : 

= / S..?9· S Ktj'r ~ 
= / 79 ~42 K /e. :;J 

.,{ = /5.J9·5 ..;. 
~ 2P5 

/5,g9.5 -,44·1!1 = a,.g4 :t. o-7t; 
8'4.88 

_ + 7·GO .Kp' (.foe) dX 
~- ep.081</g' {lzee/) 

Pres.svre on/01..1ndol"/oa dt..1e I-a we1v~ /"rce : 
;(, = 7 .SI, 5Po = - .J'. 74 ,</a' (loe) 
w g4,gg .f {heel) 

) 

Pre..s.sure on /ourz.dol/ori due .lo '-J;°~ jf: 

lu ::::. - /GI - /~/ ){ 17·00 =- 0.72 -:j:. 0·32 = - /•04 fa1 61·o~) 
225 r 8'"4.:JS - o•40'/o1{hee/J 

.J 

L • d ,or!!:S.Sure " 701-a/ C.0/'7'2-o/n~ I 7 .IPo -..?·74 -/·04 

.;/ = t ,I- .i I-~ ... <c-08 -1--3·74-0·40· 

- + 2·82 K/a' (.foe) 

• +9·42 K/u' (heet) 



"' .;>. 

BY CATE __ _ suBJECT O!=-F.Srt OF-ii- SE. A sHEET No.__!l_o,,J.L 
De.pf, NS(! } 0/1-. STORAGE Joe No. ____ _ CHKO. BY---DATE __ _ • 

roclor o/ .sa/ely °.J'"':a.sl sh'cha_y : 

(15.S'f·.S-IG/ )'}{o·<P = ,2.og >2 
40CD·7 

Faclor o/ .so/ ely aya/n.sl overlurniny ·. 

/l'J, ~42__ ==- 3. 43 > .g.o o~ 
g_~ 520 .f 2°'850 

ok, 



°' U1 

llY DATE-

Ct<KD. BY-DATE---

SUBJECT oEFs HOJZ.!E. .seA •HEF:r ND._J_g__DF-1.L 

DEP:E.N.SE.. /011- ..STO,E!AGE ~OB N0------1 

£PRrrlquA,1;e RND HYDRODYNAMIC EFFECT o"' rHc:- .SrRucrulf!€ 

.l?e/. l/n_/f)2r-:~ i3ui/d/!'7Q Co_c/_e, /970 &"d.-ho~. Vo/./. 
~ /--· .,./ 

rota/ /aferal force \/ = z~cwl For One /rneor /ool-

For eorlh7uak.e 3one 2: Z = O·S Concre/e 

For Bo""1'. .syslem w/lh .shear-wall .K ·1·831 Pre;f'o~ I-
Wc = 76/· I K~~ 

VJ, 1 = 8~5- 0 '? 

c = o.os 
'!IT , 

r = o.os hn h,, = /70 ' 
y'75' £) =225 1 

r := o.o.Sy./?O -0·5Co7 Se,s. 
/225 

c = O·OS =0·0fJ:>03 
~0-5~7· 

V ~ O·S~/·3.:3~0·0tD03 \.\/ 

V =O-o4W 

· .Sarzd ,Ci'// 

Oil .slored 

~2 =,,241·2 

}Vj = S.B<D·O 

~ =4.8~· 0 

{
V/r/Ua! mass of1 

-=1581· o water about tht 
' sf rue/Ur~ 

Z>/s/'lo~e1>1enl ~ 
(. "/' I I ,\ 2/Sxt/5 >'I (!0.0&4,1 

iv == 4,422·3 Kl/'$ 

V =0·04 W = 0·04><4,422·.3 c: !7G·89 K1t.s 

Wave Force=40<o. 7 ~tf'S 

Hcnuff1u;n (,Jav~ fore e .1$ .:;re.oler #ion earfhJ..uaJ:~ 
jorc e) .so rnax1/Yl.L1m p.n:rve /orce _yo"':ern . .s- Olet.!Jn 



°' °' 

ft p.t.TE_ 
CHKO. ll'f-Do\TIE __ _ 

SUIL.IECT QF~HOIZ.E: .S~ ~m N()~_LL. 
DEEEHSt:.j "t'- sro!!/@E .JOaHO._· ___ _ 

S//2t::e lhe .slrvcfure /S very r1jiel, lhere. 1'.s no d7non?1°C re.s,;::>on.se 

due lo t.AJove /arce.s. 

Cr/f/co/ aandif/on or n?a-,<in?um /orce e'><-erfecl 

can be <!!.S f/,,-,ol-<:!d '-!_S /n_y e Ju/valenl .sro lie. 

from mo"t</h?um "-''?Ve. 

on lhe slrc.1c lure 

/oad ob/a/nee/ 

_A wav.e of 87·~ ft ~ctn3 s1mulfaneou.s':f with th1 ~rthit.iak~ fore~ will 91ve 

Q force rzci,u1va/en f To fhaf of fhe n-,a.::c,tmum . cle.s(Jn /.UCIVe of fOO_ff. 

Conver~l:JJ the ma:x.1mum .f\Jave of ~off. . comb/ned with rzar1h'J"aRe force 
w11/ sf1·1/ re.sulr 1n ·a fac/Or of .safaly of /·1-
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